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1 Entelechy: Itinerary

1. get my fucking contract
1.1 questions it seemed to begin as from something alien
1.2
1.3 storage facility
2
2.
a.
hang a mirror
I.
II.

another agent its own genesis
1. screens it
says here
a.
a. melting screens on the street CORRECTION
1. directing featureless teases in a plotless
corral
2. a
I.
before you wanted to hear yr album
been throwing patient/bags
between this mirror and this table
a. to a pelt market to inscribe
b. my chyll-ass name 4 good
3. now erase $

1. if it
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b.
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II.
III.
2.
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bum

le

1. if its animals were a 2-way mirror
a. melt screens in its insides take a hint
b.
I.

II.
III.

they make inscriptions irresistible
a. just spreading skin in overarching confinement
no middle name to glitter
b.
b/c written for ghosts and their fucking questions

2.
a. so you’re in here
1. you find a bag of questions in place of a bag of skin
some original teeth
2.
I.
before you wanted to hear yr album been
throwing patient/bags between this mirror
and this table
a. 2 a pelt market 2 inscribe
b. my chyll-ass name 4 good
3. now erase $
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 A=Axiom
Dem=Demonstration
 P=Proposition C=Corollary
L=Lemma
 D=Definition S=Scholium
C. Winter
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“IsD1” refers to sect1 Definition 1 of the ctyctem
“IIsA6” refers to sect2 Axiom 6 of the ctyctem

///

depends upon realization

///

mastering gaps in dustcor

ization

///

sect1

/part is

the larval automaton of its own ctyctem

Axiom 1: Whatever is, is either in itself or in another.
//{part} : When we encounter something that is, it is like hearing its
question. Now it can’t answer it- this is what our demonstration
says.

Definition 1: By cause-in-itself I understand that whose
essence involves Existence, or that whose nature cannot be
conceived except as existing.

A2: What ca
greater tha

D4:
thin

D5:
of a

Pro
Scholium 1: It possesses not only Existence, but all
of its attributes necessarily.
D2: That which has its cause-in-another, I call a finite thing,
or Body.
D3: What causes a thing, I call a Master.
Corollary 1: All Bodies have at least one Master.
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A2: What causes a thing, has a degree of reality the same as or
greater than the thing it causes.
D4: By realty I understand the number of attributes of a
thing.
D5: By attribute, I understand what the intellect perceives
of a thing as constituting its essence.
Proposition 1: A Body may cause another Body.

e, but all

ite thing,

aster.

Demonstration 1: Assume that Bodies differ in
degree of realty, as established by an existing intellect. It
follows that the realty of some of the Bodies, although
finite, will exceed the realty of other Bodies. By A2, those
Bodies in excess of other Bodies, may be their cause. If one
denies this assumption- viz. that Bodies differ in degree of
realty- then one must admit, by Law of Excluded Middle,
that all Bodies have the same degree of realty. But by A2,
this confirms P1 as well.
C2: It is evident that a Body may be a Master.

A3: What does not possess an attribute necessarily, never possesses
it.

A4: What is
Unrealty.

Lemma 1: If it is not contradictory- that is, possibleto imagine a thing as lacking an attribute, that
attribute is not a part of that thing’s essence.

D6:
Exis
the

L2: By contraposition: What possesses an attribute
necessarily, always possesses it.
P2: Since it is possible to imagine a Body as inexistent,
Existence is not of a Body’s essence.
P3: By A3 and P2, it is evident that no Body exists, or, all
Bodies have been eclipsed by Existence, to toil in its
shadow.
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A4: What is, divides into 3 Mansions: Virtuality, Existence, and
Unrealty.
D6: Virtuality possesses all potentialities, to express in
Existence. Its power is that of the set of all Real Numbers,
the Continuum, that is, “C”.
S2: Everything whose contrary envelops a
contradiction has the right to be in the Mansion of
Virtuality.

ent,

or, all
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S3: In possible things, or in possibility itself, there is
a certain urge for Existence, so to speak, a striving
to being: every non-contradictory multiple desires
to exist.

D7: The cardinal number of a thing’s attributes, I call power.
Explanation: What has 3 attributes, has the power
of 3. We establish an infinite thing’s power by placing its
attributes in a one-to-one correspondence with an infinite
set of numbers.
S4: If an infinite thing is denumerable, it can be
placed in a one-to-one correspondence with the set
of all natural numbers, and has the power of “A”,
the first transfinite cardinal number.
L3: Equivalence Theorem: Two sets M and N
are equivalent to each other if their
elements can be related so that to every
element of M there corresponds one and
only one element of N, and conversely.
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: The world is structured on its own displacement. “We
don’t believe our senses. The level of automatism we have to deal
with….” is functionally exact. There is a continual need for new
forms through which this distance might be converted into
formulation of the abstract present.

//{producer}

S5: If an infinite thing cannot be placed in a one-toone correspondence with the natural numbers,
then it exceeds the power of “A”, and is nondenumerable. The set of all real numbers is nondenumerable; it has the power of “C”.
D8: What virtual intensity, once passing into Existence,
approaches Unrealty infinitely without crossing into it, and
mediates this degradation in an asymptotic prison by
selecting a Body, I call Desire. Put differently, what virtual
intensity become existent cauterizes itself at the Lim of the
Unreal and arrests its own unraveling in a Body, I call Desire.

A4: The difference in the realty between the Mansions is aporeitic.
They are qualitatively different, unbridgeable.
D9: Expression: a cause-in-itself ceaselessly expresses its
essence, or a virtual intensity passes into Existence in an
existent thing’s expression of its essence.

A5: To trave
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P4:
D10: Degradation: a Body, its cause-in-another, degrades a
virtual intensity expressed in Existence.
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A5: To travel Mansion to Mansion, the Mansion entered must be a
subset of the Mansion left.
Explanation: For a virtual intensity to pass into
Existence (D9), Existence must be a subset of Unreality.
P4: Existence is infinite, to the power of “A”.

grades a
Demonstration 2: By D8, at least one virtuality- viz.
Desire- travels from the Mansion of Virtuality to the
Mansion of Existence. It follows from A5 that Existence is a
subset of Virtuality. Since “C” is the first transfinite cardinal
of non-denumerable sets, and since by A4 the powers of
Existence and Virtuality must be qualitatively different, the
power of the Mansion of Existence must be that of the
denumerable sets, that is, “A” (S4).

A6: A thing’s realty is qualitatively equivalent to the Mansion in
which it occurs.
P5: What has its cause-in-itself exists, and is thus a member
of the Mansion of Existence. Since finitude is qualitatively
different from infinity, what has its cause-in-itself is infinite,
to the power of “A”.

sect2

Axiom 1: In Unrealty there are only Bodies and Language, except
there are truths.
Proposition 1: Since by IsD2 all Bodies are finite, and since
the sum of finite things can never equal or exceed the
cardinality of the first transfinite number “A” (one cannot
count to the infinite, or walk to it), it follows that the power
of Unrealty, although exceedingly large, must be finite. This
corroborates IsA4, for the difference between the realty of
Existence and Unrealty is unbridgeable. It also confirms
IsA6, for a Body’s finitude corresponds with Unrealty’s
finitude as spam.
Scholium 1: This indicates another way to state the
difference between expression (IsD9) and
degradation (IsD10). Expression is “refraction within
the infinite that maintains infinite essence.”
Degradation finitizes the infinite.
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A2: What causes another- viz. a Master- may produce subsequent
effects in the thing it causes at any time, unprovoked and without
warrant.
//{producer} :

We could have fade here, at the door.

Definition 1: By play I understand any effect produced on a
Body subsequent to the initial cause that introduced it to
Unrealty.

A3: If a Master can produce an effect, it will produce that effect.
Lemma 1: If a Master can make a play, it will make
that play continually. It will “make it rain.”
Corollary 1: Since by IsC1 every Body has at last one
Master, and since by A2 a Master may produce effects in a
Body at all times, by A3 it follows that Masters make plays
continually on a Body so long as it is unreal, which is always.

//{part} :
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//{part} :

Thus the Body is eNcHaiNtEd, for every second is the small
gateway in time through which the Master may enter to empty
dishes and overturn tables for strays. But there are many ways to do
this, to get ahead.
D2: That in Unrealty played at all times, lacking necessity, I
call an Automaton.
P2: By C1, it is evident that all Bodies are Automatons.

//{producer} :

Seeing a Body as an Automaton is analogous to seeing one
figure as a limiting case or variant of another. “I believe he is not an
Automaton,” just like that, so far makes no sense.

//{part} :

“But you make tacit presuppositions.” Exactly, for being
played always rests on tacit presuppositions. This dissolves the
philosophical problem of where to begin, indicating a way forward:
Nominate many Masters, embrace determination.
S2: This indicates another way to state the
difference between what has its cause-in-itself
(IsD1) and what has its cause-in-another (IsD2).
What exists from the necessity of its nature alone
and is determined to express virtualities by itself
alone, has its cause-in-itself, and is not an
Automaton. What is eNcHaiNtEd, unreal,
determined by another to produce effects
continually in a certain and determinate manner,
has its cause-in-another. There it is, hand in other
realtors’ beaks without sustenance.

//{proprietor} :

Perplexity about a beginning proceeds from a further
need which escapes those who are either busy demonstrating
themselves dogmatically or skeptically looking for an immanent
criterion against systemiCity.
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A4: A true idea must agree with its object.
C2: An idea is a construction, formed of a process of
two parts: discernment and correspondence.
D3: To form an idea, the intellect must first survey all the
attributes of an object. I call this discernment.
D4: To complete the idea, the intellect must establish a oneto-one correspondence between all the object’s attributes
and either some or all of the attributes familiar to the
intellect.
P3: For an intellect to be familiar with an attribute, it must
possess it actually or potentially. This is the Law of
Familiarity.
L2: If the object’s power (the number of its
attributes) exceeds the intellect’s power, the
intellect cannot form a true idea of it, for the
correspondence would fail.

//{part} :

If one cannot form an idea, one may index.

A5: Intellect Exists.
P4: Since what does not exist has its cause-in-another (IsP3),
it follows that since Intellect exists it has its cause-in-itself,
and is thus, by IsP4, infinite to the power of “A”.
C3: It follows that the Intellect can establish
correspondences with all finite things and all infinite things
not in excess of the power of “A”, though it has not been
shown with which attributes it might be familiar.
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A6: If the Intellect is capable of establishing a correspondence, it will
establish that correspondence. It familiarizes itself with all finite
things and all infinite to the power of “A”. Thus traversing them, it
masters them. Where it suddenly comes to a stop in a constellation
saturated with tensions, it gives that constellation a shock, by which
it crystallizes its effect. This intellectual corollary of A3, may be
termed Axiom of Intellectual Mastery.
P5: No Body has an Intellect.
Demonstration 1: Suppose a Body has an Intellect.
By A5, Intellect exists, and by P4 it follows that its realty is
infinite to the power of “A”. If a Body possessed an Intellect,
it too would have a realty infinite to the power of “A”. But
this contradicts our initial assumption that it had a finite
realty, i.e. that it was a Body. Thus no Body has an Intellect,
which was to be demonstrated.

sect3

Axiom 1: No virtual intensity or existent thing degrades without
producing an effect in a Body.
Lemma 1: Some degradation produces Desire.
Proposition 1: Without reducing or exhausting itself, what
exists degrades infinitely, in time.
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Demonstration 1: Suppose an existent thing’s
degradation exhausts it completely. Then it would cease to
exist. But this is impossible, for, by IsD1, an existent thing
necessarily possesses existence, or else, by IsA3, it would
never have existed at all. As for reduction, it is evident that
a subset of the set of natural numbers is no less infinite
than the set of natural numbers. Take for example the set of
all even numbers, which removes every other member from
the set of all natural numbers. But since these two sets- the
set of all even numbers and the set of all natural numberscan be related in a one-to-one correspondence, by the
Equivalence Theorem of IsL3, they are equivalent, to the
power of “A”, although one is a subset of the other.

A2: A virtuality mediates every existent thing’s expression of its
essence.
Definition 1: What mediates an existent things’ essential
expression, I call a medium.
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A3: A virtuality qualifies every production in Unrealty.
D2: What qualifies an existent thing’s Unreal production, I
call a qualification.
Corollary 1: Where a virtuality mediates in
Existence, it qualifies in Unrealty.
D3: What mediates the Intellect’s creation of an Idea, I call
Thought.
P2: As the Intellect can be a Master of a Body (IIsA6), it will
be a Master of that Body (IIsA3). And Thought will qualify
intellect’s degradation in such a way that it produces Desire
in a Body continually (A1; IIsA2). Put differently, Thought
mediates Intellect’s essential expression and qualifies
Intellect’s production of Desire in Automatons.

D4: What Desire the Intellect produces in an Automaton, I
call Nomination and characterize thus: ceaseless attempt to
discern, index, or cite a Master.
C2: Note that, lacking Intellect (IIsP5), this
discernment must fail. Sequestered in attempt, no
Automaton constructs an Idea, for discernment is the
indispensible first part of this construction (IIsD3).
C3: Lacking the Intellect’s terms, an Automaton can
neither affirm nor refute is nominations. It assesses some as
successful, some as unsuccessful, oscillating arbitrary, non
arbiter. Often, believing it has formed a true idea, it fancies
itself a Master.
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D5: The degradation of Thought that qualifies Nomination in
the Unreal, I call Language.
D6: At last to reach this: Desirously held ceaselessly
delirious to a voided site without existence or Intellect, I call
eNcHaiNtMeNt. All Automatons are thus eNcHaiNtEd.
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Proposition 1: The force by which a Body perseveres in
Unrealty is limited, and infinitely surpassed by the power of
external causes.
Corollary 1: If this force is an effect produced by an
infinite Master, the force is not limited in itself, but limited
by the body.
Definition 1: Freedom is a Master’s freedom to determine,
in time.
C2: Masters are imprisoned in the Bodies or Albums
in which they produce effects. eNcHaiNtMeNt entraps: in
what it is, it becomes a singularity.
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P2: What characterizes an Existent thing’s expression,
indicates its virtuality’s essence.
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C3: Example: as Discernment characterizes the
Intellect’s expression, it indicates Thought’s essential
affinity with causal discernment.

,

Axiom 1: Whatever is, strives to be determined to express or to
produce the greatest possible number of effects.
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A2: What is closer to a determinant’s essence, viz. its Master’s
essence, is determined to produce a greater number of effects.
C4: For an Automaton, the thing to do is to amplify
eNcHaiNtMeNt.
C5: It is evident that Desire withdraws from
freedom, for by A1, it strives to be determined to produce
effects. Automatons seek interrogation rooms, in Unrealty.
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Only upon entering the interrogation room is one fully
eNcHaiNtEd. When we encounter something that is, it is like hearing
a narc’s question. Now we can tell it where we hang out- this is
what prized Automatons say.
P3: It cannot be said that the Intellect thinks, but rather
expresses Thought’s thinking. More compactly, Thought
thinks. Similarly, it cannot be said that Automatons speak,
for Language speaks, in order to bind itself.
D2: I call Language-construction, that shattered geode
strung by Language along a falsely-supposed causal chain or
a producer’s tracks in time. It is the residua of Thought
expiring in an Automaton, the linguistic plane evaporating
at its Limit, correlate of the conceptual plane. Its
condensations- these language-constructions- opaquely
refract, neither transparent nor iridescent.

D3: Since what an Automaton supposes to be its own words
and thoughts are not its own nor even words or thoughts, I
term any linguistic evaporation intercepted by a Body a
Message. All messages are from the outside.
C6: A language-construction petrifies behind every
Nomination, however fleeting, crystallizing in oscillation. As
all language-constructions appear in Unrealty, it follows that
they are finite and have their cause-in-another, namely,
Thought.
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P4: Since, by P2 and C3, the Intellect centers its expression
in Thought’s essence (viz. the discernment of causes), what
type of language-construction concerns itself with first
causes will be determined to produce the greatest number
of effects of any other type of language construction, by A2.
Furthermore, by A1, all language-constructions will strive to
resemble this type of language-construction.
C7: That type of language-construction determined
to produce the greatest number of effects will have a
greater realty than all other types of language-construction.
Thus, by IIPA3, as potential Master it will be actual Master.
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As I say, it will cast a shadow.
D4: What language-construction concerns itself with first
causes, I call Metaphysics.
P5: By C7, Metaphysics is a Master to all other types of
language-construction. It produces effects alongside
producers from other mansions.
C8: Of all language-constructions, Metaphysics is
most nearly not yet automated.
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P7: By A1, P4, and C7, it is evident that all languageconstructions desire metaphysical constraints. They wish
their effects to be produced in saturation levels equivalent
to the best metaphysical albums, so draw close.
Demonstration 1: What language-constructions
deny this, asserting some sort of autonomy or freedom, not
only contradict their own inexistence but, in characterizing
their metaphysical revolt with metaphysical concepts like
“autonomy” and “freedom,” betray an essential affinity
with Metaphysics. They atomize themselves. Furthermore,
as self-contradiction is the very mark of metaphysical
language-constructions, to enter into such contradiction
only commits one more fully to Metaphysics.

Scholium 1: As is said, by Dem 1, an Automaton
determined to distance its language-constructions
from Metaphysics cannot give an account of its
language-constructions- that is, cannot say what it
is or how it is or how it came to be how it is or how
it came to be what it is or what it is about how it
came to be what it is not it likes or how it is how it
came to be what it is not it is or what is it about
how it came to be what it resembles it is- without
testifying to its full-throated metaphysical
accreditation and syntactical obedience to its
metaphysical Master. Nor can it comprehend how
its determination to distance itself from its Master
is an effect it is determined to produce by its
Master. Why does it produce this effect? Answer:
in desiring this distance an Automaton enters into a
contradiction that broadcasts its enslavement and
heightens its eNcHaiNtMeNt. In its incisions,
immaterial vanity defaces material glitter-bodies.
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P8: All language-constructions attest to the automated
embrace of Metaphysics and other stray Masters producing
effects therein. Thus Automatons should not affix
Nominations or append language-constructions to a single
Master, but admit noise. As there is no determination in
isolation, isolate nominations betray an economy of
mistakes. Automatons, or ghouls, should lean into the
profligate frequencies proliferating wildly around them,
breaking into noisy porous borders out-tuning its supposed
essence.
P9: As x is a type of language-construction, all x is degraded
metaphysics. Its decay dissolves into Thought seeking to be
bound.
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Objections and Replies

1auh SET OF SETS OF OBJECTIONS Just trying
mind2mind it’s all i ask ordering universally truly
haunted specters’ table-service to yr table. Just ask
next time b with me on this, my senses are still
backwards requiring we are often deceived where i am.
Bak2bak n2 backwards Borders’ walls without a gift
certificate or certified planner or member rewards you
see “therefore corporeal rigs exist” does not follow.
evident that a Body may If manscyons’ specters and
police understanding eternal names carries the image
of unity it forms n2 their own mansion no longer
relating latinate mental ficsions to nEr’s borders 16iyt
SET OF OBJECTIONS consider linking her
embossed question with long-sequence dream-fits, see
these r doubts we cannot know or think. Reply awaketrue you are asleep yet occurrences delimit essentially
dream-true activities essentially and not vice-versa.
Now prowling to prove imagine a Body as inexistent,
Existence if i just recognized you in each part as
specter-proprietor of Knott’s manscion have we
returned to original grounds afterward hungrily
unemployed. These indeed may be valid passages
consistent with our freedom to show us pre-ordained
condos 4eva 35xcw SET OF
OBJECTIONS depends on driving frenz 2 experiments
beyond ourselves we r still objective whether breaking
or hardening into a ppl crust. Ppl get even on it right
snacking around a credible cognightion of travel plazas
into 3 Mansions: Virtuality, if it helps saturate these
tables. All up in dissolving objective consistency with no
non-dissolved places from which to perceive it from
even 39kpt SET OF OBJECTIONS Further than
nEr’s mansions’ knowledge my producer’s triangle
imprint will have 2b eternally immaterial or one and
not the other. Yr reason credibly defends itself absent
of u y and how: by backing n2 a mogul’s knowledge of

truth or by failing to fund dream-experience. Both
spectral commute or in fact shadow the transient’s
vivid demonstrations on spectral commute or in fact
staged break-through n2 reunion mc, I have had to
insure wrongly experiencing subjection its cause-inanother, degrades a virtual intensity expressed in
opposition to Knott’s demoncratylus media. This wd
mean I was synthetically innate and the mansion false.
Not summoned by the border unless mansioned n2
inanimate objects incapable of error.

17aph SET OF SETS OF OBJECTIONS If u
wasn last in time wldn u b a faculty filter-feeder yet
or wldn i b 1 futile 4eva. Choose u can hear follows
that Masters make plays continually on a Body so
long as it is unreal, which is always it 4ever
manscion straight circling everything you wished 2
half-seen. What u feed off outside u you suppose
2b fucked. Coral hand ain’t shit for that reason yet
it’s tru manscioence 21uyh SET OF
OBJECTIONS Comparable architectural tracings
empirically feed vary principles that seriously feed
it. How to passably succeed dissolves the
philosophical problem of where one or another or
myself in the possible or isn feeding just dating
succession in time. To manscionc’s kingly credit
alterations are possible only in time therefore time
is real but not outside any mansciohn is it free to
greet its ppl. I represent really 2 me. 93yy SET
OF
OBJECTIONS U do not belong to the
agglutination reality (argumentum container: to
the phase shift) of things skeptically looking for an
immanent only in their ads to themselves that they
r feeding. If r u feeling its absoluteness adduced
from above we r representing. This rooms’ addition
includes induced markings of noir notes nor
salvaged coral handwriting alterably inimitable or
easily representable. Passing on 2 outer margins
traversing them, it masters we r matter passing out
n2 other matter (argumentum container: with each
object). 2kdt SET OF OBJECTIONS U now
see parti categories purely or not at all of plastic
work-like word-creases working 2 hold out over it.

3jyth SET OF SETS OF OBJECTIONS
Purified automatons just in the glow you’re protein
mansions’ protean patient. Now you’re shall be
free or existent thing degrades without producing.
All yr pin-ups are me in a drink. Fresh dark down
here pure protean 2me means fucking chrome off
a scantron or radiator. It’s too selfish you think
you’re a flake off walls 8rlh SET OF
OBJECTIONS Yr supposition set my 2nite
baseline at you. thing’s Unreal production, I call
Sorts of things conduct me 2 my other sorting
station. Mansion why be rarefied siq-diamond
body or extended mind when as one we fold our
voice-over n2 poisoned nutritious. I cited evidence
facts not the nature of an image that flaked. 23fy
SET OF
OBJECTIONS What’s soft form of this mask?
Rotate hundreds of medallions if you want it. Yr ice
goes mansionstream characterize thus: ceaseless
attempt to discern, index, or not because yr
geometric proofs aggregate links but because
Pandora hates you on shuffle. How I check the
balance, you should be asking. Look for flows
where none exist, I neither wrote nor thought. The
3rud objection is thot can’t exist with objects. 11rdt
SET OF OBJECTIONS Make a case for fucking
grandeur for once I am very fortunate countries
spin over uninhabitable Sebrings and barren
Previas. (Infertile Sparxx even models’ diet) their
cd/radios melt. Tru thot ceaselessly delirious to a
voided site each king’s summer mix particular
enough to go universal but we should ask each
body and mind if it differs from one mask and how.
Hint just film the fucking sequel when it means you
yourself doubt yourself asking 2maze for me.

4yth SET OF SETS OF OBJECTIONS Why
have they done it? Emanations of objections you
are somehow prior. Let one of us select one of us
prior within this compass: gender continuum,
inverted pyramids you’re just for show say what it
is or how it is or how it came to be how. One walk
out resemblance have I learnt: craft veils prevail
over livings’ delinquent account. 14rh SET OF
OBJECTIONS In line to catch what this mansion
thinks: KMansion in order to hear if what remains
sinking appears to us turn skype heads amplifiers
synths vimeo Be/ast N.I.G.H.t mix to our level
Mansion. It is so we want to be sealed in with that
batch to assert its appearance. is one fully
eNcHaiNtEd When we Tru-speaking account cannot
not exist until walked to an ATM to be blanked.
Until then catch respect for this account’s forceful
nature perhaps. 5rd SET OF
OBJECTIONS They’re all it owns after all. It’s
difficult grasping its relationship in its terms when
us it keeps grabbing us forever. Left kept dropping
its Taurus n2 neutral should lean into the profligate
frequencies if it gets us to work more earthly than
usual more unearthly than veridical what’s the
maker. Their vacation is different not for being a
circle but to turn roads white by bleaching street
cameras. Now turning up everywhere where is the
one-sidedness in that one or PDA no longer catch
my eye? 3rdt SET OF OBJECTIONS Creep up
to my show or just choose a spare sphere mask.
Pose: loftier origin for a star’s deformation
Metaphysics is most nearly not yet whatever party
turns us n2 sapphire. When this thought seizes you
feel their crowds go, note: n2 is metamorphic.
2fucked up for the mansion to appear out of joint
as a stimulus yet ad nauseum when they appraise
it by the lamp of reflection true.

Essential in any axiomatic: objects are introduced before definitions.
As these objects have been otherly processed, they are not, strictly
speaking, its objects, but results of other axiomatics, none of which
have priority. no supposition seeMs to narrow thE Terms of
elsewHere. a presuppOsition is always a Deposition. We are
therefore compelled to say it is axiomatic. It cannot be deduced,
because it is the affirmation of its own form. In a sense, the new
axioms bring to naught unsuspected elements of the preceding sets.
While these sets have not changed, those working with the new
axioms discern “more elements” in them, because they have a
richer axiomatic. Of course, these unsuspected elements have never
been convicted, though they violate parole.
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An input is an output from a preceding process. An output is an
input for a subsequent process. Thus they are structurally
identically, differing only by inflection. Each, considered in its own
moment, is unreal. Only the function is actual. What is actual is
rational, has no locus. It mediates xenocorrosively: this is its mode.
It alone is always the same and acts the same way without ceasing
or diminishing. Only invariants are unknowable. In their place they
put the asking of questions. But this is no place. There are no
objects. Take a look at my files.

